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Activities
N4 Pharma plc (‘N4P, ‘the Group’) is a specialist
pharmaceutical company developing a novel
silica nanoparticle delivery system for
vaccines and therapeutics for licensing to
pharmaceutical and biotech partners. This
nanoparticle has the potential to help
commercialise cancer immunotherapy drugs
and improve the effectiveness of viral
vaccines. Nuvec®, the Company’s lead
development is a unique, non-viral adjuvant
delivery system that has the potential to
revolutionise vaccines and cancer treatments.

1-year Share price performance

N4 Pharma plc

N4P has provided an update on its Nuvec® optimisation programme and proof
of concept work involving COVID-19. Interestingly, delays imposed by the
Pandemic lockdown presented an opportunity for the Group to explore a new
initiative regarding Nuvec®’s potential as an oral delivery system. Research
on the Group’s proprietary silica nanoparticles indicates that their unique
spiky structure could provide a significant competitive advantage compared
to existing, established routes of administration for vaccines (such as by
injection) that are already in use. In order to now demonstrate and verify this
potential, N4P has now commissioned additional work by its contract
research organisation (‘CRO’), Evotec Internation Gmbh (‘Evotec’), to
undertake preliminary in vitro studies with a view to establishing that it can
be optimised to transfect both murine intestinal cells and also human
gastrointestinal mucosal/epithelial cells. Such an outcome is likely to rapidly
attract new interest from various ongoing COVID-19 and other vaccine
development programmes that could benefit from oral administration.

Potential Competitive Advantage
N4P’s focus remains on the optimisation of the formulation and the continued
generation of data for Nuvec®’s use as an injectable delivery system for
vaccines and cancer treatments. Good progress made to date means that the
Group is optimistic in terms to building on this and accelerating the work
programme as the lockdown continues to ease.

Source: LSE
Past performance is not an indication of
future performance.
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More recent research indicates, however, that certain characteristics of Nuvec ®
could make it particularly well suited as a delivery system for oral vaccines.
Success in this area potentially offers a competitive advantage over others that
are less suited for oral delivery of vaccines. These include both the
simplification and improved economics of being able to administer the drug
outside a clinical setting, something that would be particularly valuable in less
developed countries.

Opportunity for COVID-19 trials collaboration
While N4P’s virtual model and contracted laboratories have ensured its
testing schedules have not been significantly hindered by the lockdown, the
COVID-19 Pandemic has nevertheless provided it with an ideal opportunity to
demonstrate how Nuvec® might substantially enhance delivery of a potential
coronavirus vaccine, as well as developments for other viruses that may well
surface in the future. Having already demonstrated improved product
consistency along with a significant data pack that is currently being
generated from in vitro testing ahead of a still anticipated second half move to
in vivo models, N4P appears ideally placed to commence licensing
discussions with prospective partners later this year. The new funds raised
from its 13 May 2020 equity placing, sufficiently bolstered the Group’s existing
c.£1m year-end cash position to ensure development work can move up a gear.
With the lifting of lockdown restrictions, 2H 2020 operational burn should be
expected to ramp-up from the c.£75k/month seen during 2019, as it progresses
works including proof of concept (‘POC’) and the newly identified opportunity
for oral delivery. Potentially this will be sufficient to attract participation in a
COVID-19 vaccine development programme(s), thereby moving Nuvec®
toward its first (partner-dependent) clinical trials collaboration along with
demonstration of its GMP scalability.
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Nuvec® - A novel nucleic acid delivery system
Nuvec® demonstrates significant promise as a non-viral delivery vehicle for DNA/RNA, with key advantages
compared to lipid, other silica and viral systems, including high capacity loading and protection of nucleic acid. In
vitro analysis suggests this functionalised silica nanoparticle is capable of localised in vivo transfection efficiency,
through both subcutaneous and intratumoural routes, while remaining well tolerated at high doses with no induction
of high levels of inflammatory cytokines. Offering an excellent safety profile, N4P is now focused on achieving
Nuvec®’s formulation optimisation/stability and scalability along with COVID-19 proof of concept for delivery.

Development work now expected to pick up
Prior to suspension of activities due to the lockdown, work with Nanomerics, the drug research company, at UCL
School of Pharmacy had demonstrated that Polyethylenimine (‘PEI’) loaded Nuvec could be dispersed and
resuspended in an aqueous solution ready for the loading of DNA. Not surprisingly, progress has been hindered due
to the rota system employed by the main laboratories contracted and has seen optimisation of the DNA loading take
longer than expected so this work currently remains ongoing. Assessment of such characteristics are expected to be
the starting point when work gradually recommences at Nanomerics’ laboratories from 13 July 2020.
With respect to studies involving COVID-19, however, Evotec remains on track with its in vitro testing of Nuvec®
loaded with the coronavirus plasmid and, in conjunction with the Group, continues to look at ways in which it can
accelerate the commencement of Stage 3 of this work while performing the in vivo protein expression studies in
parallel. Significantly, assays to detect the spike protein antigen arising from the plasmid transfection and also the
antibodies produced in vivo have already been established by Evotec.

Potential delivery system for oral vaccines.
To date, the majority of work with Nuvec® has been around its administration by injection in keeping with the vast
majority of vaccines (both existing and in development) which use a parenteral administration of the dosage through
injection be it intravenous, subcutaneous or intramuscular. More recent research on Nuvec®, however, indicates that
its unique spiky structure could give it a competitive advantage as a potential delivery system for oral vaccines.
There are, nonetheless, a number of issues that need to be overcome for an orally delivered vaccine and established
delivery systems used in the parenteral space are not well placed for this. In each case, data N4P has accumulated
on Nuvec®, suggests that it could be a viable solution to address these issues. In particular, the fact that protection
from the stomach acid and pepsin proteolysis can be achieved readily by delivering the product in acid resistant
tablets or capsules. This is a well-established principle in pharmaceutical development and would be readily
applicable to Nuvec® which has been shown to be suitable for lyophillisation. The monodisperse nanoparticulate
product would be suitable for inclusion in an acid resistant capsule.
In general, therefore, a preformed, silica nanoparticle such as Nuvec® should be more resistant to the digestive actions
of the intestinal milieu. Previous studies have also demonstrated that it reduced the digestive effect of nuclease
enzymes on DNA/RNA when added to the incubation medium. Moreover, its mucoadhesive properties that result
from the engineered design of long silica spikes coated with a cationic charge by PEI will encourage binding to the
mucosa cells.

Microscopic Images together with Graphic Model of Nuvec®

Source: N4 Pharma, AGM Presentation, April 2020
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THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR TRANSMISSION INTO THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, JAPAN, CANADA OR AUSTRALIA.

Conflicts
This is a non-independent marketing communication under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”).
The analyst who has prepared this report is aware that Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited (“TPI”) has a
relationship with the company covered in this report. Accordingly, the report has not been prepared in accordance
with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any
prohibition on dealing by TPI or its clients ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
TPI manages its conflicts in accordance with its conflict management policy. For example, TPI may provide
services (including corporate finance advice) where the flow of information is restricted by a Chinese wall.
Accordingly, information may be available to TPI that is not reflected in this document. TPI may have acted upon
or used research recommendations before they have been published.

Risk Warnings
Retail clients (as defined by the rules of the FCA) must not rely on this document.
Any opinions expressed in this document are those of TPI’s research analyst. Any forecast or valuation given in
this document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely
outcome or share price.
The value of securities, particularly those of smaller companies, can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large
and sudden swings. In addition, the level of marketability of smaller company securities may result in significant
trading spreads and sometimes may lead to difficulties in opening and/or closing positions. Past performance is
not necessarily a guide to future performance and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future results.
AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies and the rules of this market are less
demanding than those of the Official List of the UK Listing Authority; consequently, AIM investments may not be
suitable for some investors. Liquidity may be lower and hence some investments may be harder to realise.

Specific disclaimers
TPI acts as joint broker to N4 Pharma plc (‘N4 Pharma’) which is listed on the AIM Market of the London Stock
Exchange (“AIM”), with effect from Admission of the Placing Shares to trading on AIM.
TPI’s private and institutional clients may hold, subscribe for or buy or sell N4 Pharma’s securities.
Opinions and estimates in this document are entirely those of TPI as part of its internal research activity. TPI has
no authority whatsoever to make any representation or warranty on behalf of N4 Pharma.
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General disclaimers
This document, which presents the views of TPI’s research analyst, cannot be regarded as “investment research”
in accordance with the FCA definition. The contents are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable
but no warranty or representation, express or implied, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinion
reflects TPI’s judgement at the date of publication and neither TPI nor any of its directors or employees accepts any
responsibility in respect of the information or recommendations contained herein which, moreover, are subject to
change without notice. Any forecast or valuation given in this document is the theoretical result of a study of a
range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. TPI does not undertake to provide
updates to any opinions or views expressed in this document. TPI accepts no liability whatsoever (in negligence or
otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in
connection with this document (except in respect of wilful default and to the extent that any such liability cannot
be excluded by applicable law).
The information in this document is published solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The material contained in the
document is general information intended for recipients who understand the risks associated with equity
investment in smaller companies. It does not constitute a personal recommendation as defined by the FCA or take
into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual investors nor provide
any indication as to whether an investment, a course of action or the associated risks are suitable for the recipient.
This document is approved and issued by TPI for publication only to UK persons who are authorised persons under
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and to professional clients, as defined by Directive 2004/39/EC as set
out in the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. This document may not be published, distributed or transmitted
to persons in the United States of America, Japan, Canada or Australia. This document may not be copied or
reproduced or re-distributed to any other person or organisation, in whole or in part, without TPI’s prior written
consent.
Copyright © 2020 Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited, all rights reserved.
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